NEW PRODUCTS FOR 2014

H ANDLEBAND

™

UNIVERSAL SMARTPHONE BAR MOUNT

The HandleBand Universal Smartphone Bar Mount allows you to securely attach
most mobile phones to a handlebar, with or without a case, to be easily seen
and conveniently accessible while riding, walking, or running with a stroller.
Made with a lightweight expandable silicone with an aluminum base at its
core, the single band securely wraps around nearly any size bar—including
bicycles, motorcycles, ATVs, jogging strollers, and shopping carts.
AVAILABLE COLORS

Universal design fits nearly every smartphone, with or without a case
Conveniently accessible to attach and remove smartphone
without having to remove the HandleBand from the bar
Easily attaches to most common bar diameters in either
horizontal or perpendicular configuration
No tools required
HDB-01-R3

QUIKS TAND

The QuikStand is a portable mobile device stand designed for smartphones & tablets
(up to 7”) to easily view in either portrait or landscape orientation. Made with sleek
brushed aluminum and sturdy polypropylene, it’s about the size of a credit card and
easily fits in your wallet.

™

MOBILE DEVICE STAND

To use, simply adjust the aluminum support bar to the desired position and
slide your device between it and the front flap—it fits smartphones and 7” tablets
with or without cases.
Works with most smartphones, e-readers and small
tablets, with or without a form fit case

FPO

Front flap easily adjusts to the depth of your device for secure
viewing without obstructing the view of your screen
Easily adjustable support bar allows you to position your
device at multiple angles for perfect viewing

QSD-01-R7

TOTAL ECLIP SE

™

MOUNTABLE SELF-LOCKING POCKET CLIP

The lightweight, self-locking Total eCLIPse lets you securely clip your cell
phone, mp3 player, or any handheld device to most fabric pockets, waistbands,
woven belts and straps, without the extra weight and bulk of a holster.
Made of lightweight durable plastic, our Total eCLIPse is a self-locking,
spring-loaded clip that comes backed with a thin strip of 3M®’s patented
VHB™ adhesive. Affix it to the back of your cell phone, mp3 player, or
almost any lightweight item with a smooth flat hard back, and your
device becomes instantly “clippable.” Your device will stay safely and
securely in place until you release it with a simple press of its lever.
Auto-locks onto soft fabrics up to 1/8” thick
Fits most mobile devices such as mobile phones, MP3 players, digital cameras, but can
be affixed to any hard-shell case or accessory you can think of and want to keep handy
3M® VHB™ adhesive is incredibly durable so you can have
100% confidence that the clip will stay firmly in place
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SLC-01-R7
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CONNECT C ASE™

CONNECT C ASE™

Stay Connected™ with the Connect
Case for iPhone 5C, which offers
protection from every day wear
and tear, and dependable shock
absorption for your iPhone 5C.

Designed to perfectly fit the Samsung
Galaxy 4/S5, and constructed of
ulta-durable Lexan® polycarbonate,
this Connect Case is slim, lightweight,
durable and dependable.

FOR SAMSUNG GALAXY S®4 & S®5

FOR iPHONE 5C

AVAILABLE COLORS

CNT-IP5C-01SC

AVAILABLE COLORS

Innovative one piece, flex-hinge design
allows for easy/secure installation.

Innovative one piece, flex-hinge design
allows for easy/secure installation.

High strength Lexan® polycarbonate
construction provides durability

High strength Lexan® polycarbonate
construction provides durability

Removable Connect Clip for versatility
and slim-line functionality

Removable Connect Clip for versatility
and slim-line functionality

CNTG5-01-R8

The dual-function Inka Mobile Clip Pen + Stylus is designed to go where you go
and write where you need to write. Featuring both a quick clip #.5 S-Biner, as well
as a standard pen clip, it’s not only good on the go, but perfect for everyday use
too. Featuring a pen on one end and a touch-screen stylus on the other, both ends
are capped in translucent plastic allowing you to see at a glance which is which.
The replaceable pressurized cartridge of blue waterproof ink writes smoothly
and consistently in extreme temperatures, upside-down, and at any altitude
—even underwater. Flip it over to access the touch-screen stylus—perfect for
everything from quick notes to business presentations. With compact size, durable
construction, and reliable performance, this is truly the ultimate writing device.

CLIP PEN + STYLUS

Available with smoke gray translucent caps to easily identify
the pen side and the stylus side with a quick glance
Features a replaceable pressurized blue ink cartridge that gives the
Inka Mobile its amazing ability to write in extreme conditions
IMPC-06-R7

SCREENSKATE
SCREEN CLEANER

™

Our soft, sturdy microfiber ScreenSkate snaps into an easy-to-grip stingray shape,
allowing you to glide it across the screen of your smartphone, tablet, notebook, or
computer in one easy, continuous motion. It folds to provide a comfortable grip so
you can glide flat on the screen and provide even pressure when you clean, and
its square shape means it gets into the corners easily. Attached to a durable Size
#0 plastic S-Biner, you can clip the ScreenSkate to a key chain or computer bag
zipper pull and keep it handy throughout your day. Plus, it’s the size of a credit card
so it easily flattens for convenient storage and easy access anywhere you go.
AVAILABLE COLORS

Microfiber cleaning surface
Foldable and storable
Hand washable
S-Biner clips for easy access
SSK-31-R7
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CLIP CASE XL
™

HARDSHELL

This rugged case keeps your smartphone both accessible at your side and
protected. Constructed of high density EVA foam and ballistic nylon, and now
available in a new extra-large size to accommodate the bigger models, the
Hardshell Holster has elastic panels on each side to fit a variety smartphone
models, with or without a protective case. Its durable lid, featuring a strong
hook & loop closure, shields your device from impacts and the elements
and the fixed position rugged clip attaches securely to your waistband or
belt. There’s also an internal pocket to hold credit cards, IDs, or cash.
Universal sizing to fit most mobile phones on the market – Large & XL Sizes available
Rugged rotating clip accommodates waistbands, belts and straps up to 2-3/8”
Hook & loop lid closure secures contents
Carabiner webbing loop for versatile attachment

HSHXL-01-R3

CLIP CASE
CARGO
™

WIDE LOAD

Our durable, intuitive Clip Case Cargo keeps your mobile device protected, attached
and accessible, in even the most rugged conditions. Made of extremely durable
ballistic polypropylene and equipped with an enclosed bottom this innovative and
tough cell phone case absorbs shocks and shields from the elements. Its patented
flex clip attaches securely over and under your belt, fully rotates for access at
any angle, and even locks in eight different positions. Featuring internal pockets
and an integrated pen loop, this ultra-functional holster holds your smaller
items like ID, cash and credit cards. Absolutely perfect for those who work and
play in rugged environments, and want to protect their valuable devices.
Features a hook & loop lid closure
Universally sized – The Wide Load size was designed to fit nearly all XL sized
phones on the market, with or without form fit cases, with a little extra room
Back cargo pocket allows storage of smaller accessories, and the integrated
Tooth Ferry™ will keep your wireless headset secure and accessible

CCCXL-01-R3

F ITS A LL

™

VERTICAL & HORIZONTAL

Our Fits All offers simple, streamlined convenience and rugged holster
protection for almost any size phone, in the orientation of your choice. Made
of durable ballistic nylon to protect from impacts, the Fits All is made with
rugged molded fixed clip that attaches securely to your waistband or belt,
keeping your phone safe and at hand throughout your active day. Available
in two models—either vertical or horizontal, the Fits All is designed to
accommodate most phone sizes, with or without form fit cases, and stays shut
with a durable hook-and-loop closure. It’s a simple, streamlined way to keep
your phone secure in rugged work or play environments of nearly every kind.
Universally sized to fit nearly any mobile device on the
market, with or without a form fit case
Rugged ballistic nylon material
Durable fixed position clip
Hook & loop lid closure secures contents
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CARABINER
SLIDELOCK #2 & #4
™

The Carabiner SlideLock provides handy attachment with secure closure.
It’s the classic carabiner with a Nite Ize twist! We designed an innovative
slide-to-lock feature that closes securely with a simple push and slide
movement, and unlocks when you want it to just as easily. Then, instead of
a bulky tubular construction, we designed a cross sectioned, rectangular
stainless steel body that’s durable, low profile, strong, and slim; it feeds
more easily through smaller openings and rests flat in pockets.
AVAILABLE COLORS

Stainless steel utility carabiner with ultra-secure locking gate closure
Available in Size #2 and Size #4 – Black & Stainless Steel
Durable stainless steel construction

CSL2-11-R6 + CSL4-11-R6

DOOHICK EY

™

SKULLKEY & QUICKEY KEY TOOLS

The size and shape of a house key, the Doohickey Skullkey & Quickey Key Tools
do everything but open a door! They are simple, key-shaped tools that clip onto
your key ring, so they are always conveniently accessible. Their clever design
incorporates each of the following functions: a file, a #2 flat-head screwdriver, a
scoring point (great as a box cutter, and for easily opening clamshell packages),
a serrated edge (to saw through cord and clothing tags), and a bottle opener.
Durable stainless steel construction
Travel and airport friendly
Easily attaches to existing key ring for convenient access

KMTSK-11-R3 + KMTQK-11-R3

K EY CLIP SE

™

POCKET CLIP KEY RING

The KeyCLIPse Key Ring quickly attaches your keys to most fabric pockets, straps,
and waistbands, keeping them handy and secure in a low-profile, fumble-free
way. Made with a stainless steel split ring attached to a lightweight, durable
plastic spring-loaded locking clip, the KeyCLIPse grips securely to woven fabrics,
and releases with a simple press of the lever. It automatically attaches when you
slide it into a pocket, or onto a cloth strap, purse pocket, or waistband. And, once
there, its sleek, low-profile design rests flat and securely wherever you clip it.
Auto-locks onto soft fabrics up to 1/8” thick
Made of strong, lightweight plastic
Stainless steel split ring keeps keys secure

KSLC-01-R7
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GEAR TIE

®

CLIPPABLE TWIST TIE

The Gear Tie Clippable Twist Tie is a colorful, compact way to add Gear Tie
functionality to everyday zippers, cords, loops and rings. With a sturdy plastic Size
#0 plastic S-Biner on one end and a tough, flexible 3” Gear Tie on the other, you
can attach the Clippable Twist Tie to a zipper pull and use the bright Gear Tie to
more easily grip and zip jackets, luggage, backpacks and bags. Or, bend the Gear
Tie to organize cords, carry headsets, hang keys or other small items you want
kept conveniently accessible. The Clippable Twist Tie can also be attached to key
rings, belt loops or other anchor points to carry small personal items as a keeper.
AVAILABLE COLORS

3” length Gear Tie functions as a versatile keeper/zipper pull
Strong wire inside holds its shape
Twist it, tie it, reuse it - Gear Ties!
S-Biner clips for easy access
GLZ-17-2R7

GEAR TIE

®

CLIPPABLE TWIST TIE

With a sturdy plastic S-Biner on one end and a tough, flexible Gear Tie on
the other, the Clippable Twist Tie creates a tangle-free way to organize,
store, and transport even the most unwieldy, unstorable items. Wrap the
Gear Tie around everything from garden hoses and dog leashes to camping
lanterns and flashlights, then clip to a hook to store them securely and
conveniently. Or, clip the S-Biner to anything with a D-ring or loop and wrap
the Gear Tie around bars, hooks, or handles - it works both ways!
AVAILABLE COLORS

Available in 12” and 24” Gear Tie lengths
Strong wire inside holds its shape
Twist it, tie it, reuse it – Gear Ties!
S-Biner clips for easy access
GLC12-33-R3

GEAR TIE

®

DOCKABLE TWIST TIE

Gear Tie Dockable Twist Ties create a storage and organization system for all
of your tools and gear. Simply mount the Dock to any wall stud or other desired
location, then use the integrated end loop to secure the Gear Tie around nearly
any item by cinching or twisting, then slide it over and into the Dock for secure
storage and convenient access. The Gear Tie can stay on your object when you
remove it from the dock to create added utility and convenience on the go.

AVAILABLE COLORS

Available in 12” & 24” Gear Tie lengths
Use multiple Docks to create a complete wall system for your garage or workspace
Strong wire inside holds its shape
Loop it, twist it, dock it - reuse it!
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CAM JAM XT

™

ALUMINUM CORD TIGHTENER

The CamJam XT features our signature knot-free CamJam tightening and tensioning
technology in a heavy-duty tool designed to tighten, tension, and securely lock
serious loads up to 280 lbs. A carabiner clip and gate on one end and rotating
cam mechanism on the other allows you to anchor the carabiner to any hook,
D-ring, or loop, and feed the cord through the cam until you’ve reached the desired
level of tension. Pull the cord firmly and the cam securely locks into place.
Achieve and maintain high tension without knots
Two attachment methods for ultimate versatility - Loop System and Fixed End System
Single Pack Load Limit: 280lbs (127kg) | Break Strength: 837lbs (380kg)
Combination Pack Load Limit: 100lbs (45kg) | Break Strength: 300lbs (136kg)
Combination Pack comes with 16’ of durable 550 Paracord

NCJSA-01-R3 + NCJSA-01-R8

LED UPGRADE K IT

HIGH P OWER LED UPGRADE K IT

The new LED Upgrade Kit converts
most C & D (2-6 cell PR style flange)
incandescent flashlights into bright,
long lasting LED flashlights. It’s
as easy as replacing the bulb—
instantly, your flashlight will emit
a pure white (as opposed to the
incandescent dull yellow) light, in
spot to flood focus.

The new High Power LED Upgrade
Kit converts most C & D (2-6 cell
PR style flange) incandescent
flashlights into super-bright, long
lasting LED flashlights. It’s as easy
as replacing the bulb—and instantly,
your flashlight will emit a pure white
(as opposed to the incandescent dull
yellow) light, in spot to flood focus.

FOR MOST C+D FLASHLIGHTS

FOR MOST C+D FLASHLIGHTS

LRB2-07-PR

55 Lumens

74 Lumens

Shock resistant

Shock resistant

Save money on replacement bulbs and batteries

Save money on replacement bulbs and batteries

INOVA
SQUEEZE LIGHT
®

LRB2-07-PRHP

Designed for convenient, one-handed use, the bright white LED
Squeeze Light turns on when you squeeze it, off when you let go.
With its rugged, heavy-duty plastic body, looped on a durable strip of nylon
cord with a Size #0 plastic S-Biner for convenient attachment, the LED Squeeze
Light can be easily clipped to key rings, belt loops, zipper pulls, and lanyards,
making it easy for you to shine bright light instantly, whenever you need it.
Bright white LED
Push button activation
Easily replaceable 2 x 2016 3V Lithium batteries included

SQL2-02-R3
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INOVA

®

RADIANT LED FLASHFLIGHT
AA CELL & AAA CELL

Small enough to fit in a pocket, bright enough to get the job done, the INOVA Radiant LED
Flashlight is the ultimate everywhere lighting tool. Made with premium-quality, injectionmolded polycarbonate, its rubber-coated handle and octagonal body prevents rolling and
provides a secure, comfortable grip. Powered by either 2 x AA or 3 x AAA Alkaline batteries
(included), the bright LED provides a tight spot focus with flood beam and can be set to
high or low modes, and is strategically vented to dissipate heat and extend its life.
Features both High and Low lighting modes

R2A-M1-R7 + R1A-M1-R7

INOVA

®

XP LED FLASHLIGHT

Featuring the convenience of a pen light and the performance of a serious LED
Flashlight, you’ll never be without powerful illumination again. With its precisionmachined aluminum body and stainless steel clip, the INOVA XP handheld light is
designed to fit comfortably in your pocket and be securely carried wherever you go.
Powered by 2 x AAA alkaline batteries, it has a patented optical system—precisionmachined aluminum reflector with thermal interface—that provides superior light
projection and visibility.
3 Position End-Cap Switch activates constant and momentary
high and low as well as a lockout mode.

XPA-01-R7

INOVA
STS HEADLAMP
®

™

The INOVA STS Headlamp is the first ever multi-mode, dual color high
performance LED Headlamp with Swipe-To-Shine technology. A simple
swipe to the left activates the bright white LED, a right swipe activates
the bright red LEDs. Consecutive swipes in either direction activate
4 modes; high power, variable dim, medium power, strobe.
AVAILABLE COLORS

Adjustable angle for precise illumination
Features lockout mode to prevent accidental battery drainage
Easily replaceable 3 x AAA Alkaline batteries included
Includes a high quality, woven elastic strap
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HSLA-03-R7

PRODUCT UPDATES FOR 2014
These Nite Ize products feature new
sizes and colors of many of our most
popular current items.
VISIT NITEIZE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.

GEAR TIE 64”
®

REUSABLE RUBBER TWIST TIE

The lightweight, strong, and endlessly versatile 64” Gear Tie makes short work of
extra-large wrapping/bundling/securing jobs. Constructed of a sturdy, bendable
interior wire and durable, waterproof rubber exterior, its extra-large size makes
it great for everything from securing loads of all kinds to car roof racks, wrapping
uneven bundles, attaching briefcases or computer bags to rolling luggage, and
anchoring items in pick-up truck beds to prevent them from rolling around.
AVAILABLE COLORS

Available in a single pack of the following colors: Black and Bright Orange
Waterproof and safe for use in fresh or salt water without damage
UV resistant – will not be damaged or destroyed by extended sun exposure
Tough rubber shell provides excellent grip
Twist it, tie it, reuse it – Gear Ties!
GT64-31-R6

TWIST L IT

™

LED BIKE LIGHT

The TwistLit easily attaches to anything on wheels, providing LED visibility
while riding in low light. Securely held in place with Gear Tie Reusable
Rubber Twist Ties, it is available in White LED to illuminate the front
of your bike, Red LED for safety lighting in the back, and multi-colored
Disc-O LED just for fun. A new two pack option bundles both Red and
White TwistLits together in a convenient safety illumination pack.
Glow and Flash Modes
Easy to attach and detach: No tools required!
Easily replaceable 2 x 2016 3V Lithium Batteries included
Battery Run Time: 20 hours glow / 25 hours flash

TLT-2PK-A1
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CONNECT CASE
FOR iPhone® 5/5S

™

Stay Connected™. The Connect Case offers protection from every day
wear and tear, and dependable shock absorption for your iPhone®.
An innovative one-piece flex hinge design allows for easy and secure
installation and includes a removable Connect Clip for easy transition
to Connect Accessories; Connect Cradle and Mobile Mount.
AVAILABLE COLORS

Now available in a new size to fit the iPhone® 5/5S with new eye-catching colors available
High strength, shatterproof Lexan® polycarbonate case and clip construction
with positive diamond grip on sides of the case
Innovative one piece flex-hinge case design allows
for easy and secure iPhone® installation
Includes a convenient S-Biner carry clip, a custom sized anti-fingerprint clear screen
protector, a microfiber cleaning cloth, and screen protector installation card
CNT-IP5-01SC

S TEELIE
PEDESTAL KIT
®

The Steelie Pedestal Kit creates a functional pedestal
for your tablet or other mobile device.
Simply place the Steelie Pedestal Stand on any smooth, flat surface— attach
your tablet, fitted with the Steelie Magnetic Tablet Socket, and let the magnetic
attraction do the rest. You can tilt the screen to any angle and rotate it from
landscape to portrait orientation for optimum viewing. When you’re ready
to move on, just detach the tablet from the stand with a simple tug.
The Magnetic Tablet Socket uses a powerful neodymium magnet
and is backed with 3M® VHB™ foam adhesive tape
for secure attachment
Each kit includes: one Steelie Magnetic Tablet Socket,
one Steelie Pedestal Stand, an alcohol prep pad
and installation instructions

STTK-11-R8

S TEELIE
HOBKNOB KIT
®

The Steelie HobKnob Kit is a fun, innovative way to create both
a handle and mini stand for your tablet, e-reader, or other device.
Simply peel and attach the socket to the center of the back of your
tablet or its rigid case. The HobKnob’s machined aluminum post and
grippy rubber ball fits securely around the Magnetic Tablet Socket,
attaches to it magnetically, and makes a perfect handle or stand.
The Steelie Magnetic Tablet Socket will attach to metal surfaces—refrigerator
doors, steel shelving, stove hoods, filing cabinets, lockers and toolboxes
The Magnetic Tablet Socket uses a powerful neodymium magnet
and is backed with 3M® VHB™ foam adhesive tape
for secure attachment
Each kit includes: one Steelie HobKnob Handle, one Steelie Magnetic Tablet Socket,
an alcohol prep pad and installation instructions
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S TEELIE
CAR MOUNT KIT
®

The Steelie Car Mount Kit utilizes two specially engineered components;
the Steelie Magnetic Phone Socket and Steelie Dash Ball to provide
secure-yet-versatile phone docking exactly where you need it.
The two components attach magnetically to create a versatile viewing platform
that easily attaches with a smooth glide to nearly any vehicle dashboard
and the ability to easily rotate for an endless number of viewing angles.
The Steelie Magnetic Phone Socket and Dash Ball are backed with
3M® VHB™ foam adhesive tape for secure attachment
The Steelie Magnetic Phone Socket uses a powerful neodymium magnet
Each Steelie Car Mount Kit includes one Steelie Magnetic Phone Socket
with 2 3M® VHB™ adhesive pads, one Steelie Ball Mount with 2 3M® VHB™
adhesive pads, 2 alcohol prep pads, and installation instructions

STCK-11-R8

STEELIE
COMPONENT AND
REPLACEMENT KITS
®

THE STEELIE CAR MOUNT KIT,
PEDESTAL KIT AND HOBKNOB KIT
WILL CHANGE THE WAY YOU USE
YOUR MOBILE DEVICES IN YOUR
VEHICLE, HOME AND OFFICE.
MAKE SURE THAT YOUR STEELIE
IS EVERYWHERE YOU NEED IT TO
BE WITH STEELIE COMPONENT

DASH BALL
Own multiple vehicles,
or want to move your
Steelie Car Mount to
a new location? We
now offer an extra
Steelie Dash Ball with
2 extra adhesives in
this replacement kit.

MAGNETIC
PHONE SOCKET

STDM-11-R7

KIT CONTAINS:

This kit is perfect for
families with multiple
devices, but who share
a workspace. Add a
magnetic socket to all of
your devices at connect
with the Steelie Car
Mount or Pedestal Kit.

1 Dash Ball, 2 large 3M® VHB™

KIT CONTAINS:

Adhesive Pads to fit the Steelie

1 Magnetic Phone Socket

Dash Ball & 2 cleaning pads

1 cleaning pad

STPCR-11-R7

AND REPLACEMENT KITS.

CAR MOUNT
ADHESIVE
REPLACEMENT
KIT
This replacement kit allows
you to easily move your
Steelie Magnetic Phone
Socket to a new device
or location.
KIT CONTAINS:

MAGNETIC
TABLET
SOCKET

STPCR-11-R7

3 large 3M® VHB™ Adhesive
Pads to fit the Steelie Dash Ball, 3
x small 3M VHB™ adhesive pads
to fit the Steelie Magnetic Phone
Socket, and 3 cleaning pads

Add a Steelie Magnetic
Socket to all of your
mobile devices for
instant attachment to
any Steelie Pedestal
Kit, HobKnob Kit or
metal surface.
KIT CONTAINS:
1 Magnetic Phone Socket
1 cleaning pad

TABLET
ADHESIVE
REPLACEMENT
KIT

STPCR-11-R7

New device? Simply
remove the existing
adhesive, replace it
with a new one, and
you are ready to go!

STPCR-11-R7

KIT CONTAINS:
2 3M® VHB™ adhesive pads
2 cleaning pads
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FOR MORE PRODUCTS AND INFORMATION
PLEASE VISIT NITEIZE.COM

5660 CENTRAL AVENUE, BOULDER, CO 80301 USA
PHONE: 303-449-2576 • FA X: 303-449-2013 • TOLL FREE: 1-800-678-6483

NITEIZE.COM
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